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CC A_Docket No. 50-461 gg_ _m_

Mr. A. B. Davis
Regional Administrator ~~$'u' ' "'

'
Region III fhE
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Subject: Potential Environmental Qualification Violations
Dear Mr. Davis:

This letter is written in response to NRC inspection
report (88010) transmitted by letter to Illinois Power
Company (IPC) dated April 20, 1988. This letter and the
inspection report advised IPC that certain activities
appeared to be potential violations of the NRC's
environmental qualification regulations, and summarized the
enforcement conferen:e held -between NRC Region III personnel
and IPC. The enforcement conference tras held March 31, 1988
and chaired by Dr. C. J. Paperiello. We appreciated the
opportunity that the meeting provided to discuss the NRC's'

concerns and to describe the actions taken by IPC to resolve
those concerns. IPC believes that the meeting was helpful
in increesing the level of understanding on these issues.
However, there are a number of points in inspection report
88010 that IPC believes require clarification so they will
accurately reflect IPC's position on the issues discussed at
the March 31, 1988 enforcement conference.

First, in the inspection report's discussion of the
apparent violation relating to N KYNAR splices, the NRC
staff recognized two equipment qualification tests IPC
performed on irradiated and thermally aged specimens. As
IPC pointed out at the March 31, 1988 Enforcement
Conference, IPC also performed a scoping test on unaged
specimens in a high temperature and steam environment with
the butt splices in contact with a metal surface. This
scoping test was performed at Wyle Laboratories during
August 1987 and recorded no failures. Although the
s7ecimens were not irradiated or thermally aged, the fact
that they performed properly in a high temperature and steam
environment is significant,
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Second, the NRC letter summarized the presentation IPC
made at the Enforcement Conference. The following
clarifications should be noted:

Item 3a in the inspection report states that the*

NRC rej ected IPC's argument that failure of the
nylon wira cars in limitorque valve actuators
would not have occurred since IPC found no contact
of the wire caos to the metal enclosures in the
field. The NRC did not reject this IPC argument
during the enforcement conference, and did not
respond to IPC's presentation on this issue other
than to note that this point would be taken into
consideration. If the intent was to indicate that
the NRC subsequently considered and rejected IPC's
position, the language is misleading as to the
timing of the NRC s conclusion. IPC continues to
assert that no failure of the wire caps would have
occurred.

* In Item 3b, the NRC letter indicates that IPC
stated that the AMP KYNAR splices had not been
originally tested in a configurar. ion consistent
with the plant application. IPC did not make such
a statement. On the contrary, IPC specifically
made a point that the splices were tested in a
configuration which was consistent with tha
configuration fourd in the field when these outt
splices were later examined.

* Item 3b states that after IPC presented the fact
that the AMP KYNAR splices were originally tested
consistent with industry practices, the NRC
rejected IPC's response since Clinton Power
Station is required to meet the latest industr

There was no NRC rcjection of IPC'ystandards. s
position during the Enforcement Conferences the
NRC simply stated that it would take IPC's
arguments into consideration. If the intent was i

to indicate that the NRC subsequently considered ,

and rejected IPC's position, the language is i

misleading as to the timing of the NRC s
jconclusion.
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Additionally, IPC maintains that the testing
performed on the butt splices was consistent with '

the latest industry standards. The NRC's current |
position that the testing must be performed with '

the splices in contact with grounded metal plates
is a new interpretation and application of what
the industry standards require. It is IPC's
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understanding that the NRC is now applying this
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testing requirement based upon NRC findings during
1986. IPC was not made aware of this new
interpretation until the NRC Environmental
Qualification Audit which was conducted in August-
1987.

Illinois Power Company believes that it has been
responsive to the NRC's concerns regarding equipment
qualification issues, and will continue to responsibly and
professionally address any future concerns. IPC desires to
have an excellent qualification program, and welcomes, and
will be responsive to, suggestions for improvement. We hope
that this letter resolves any ambiguities in the record of
the March 31, 1988 Enforcement Conference. Please do not
hesitate to call me to discuss-this issue ftether.
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. Hall.

Vice President

DPH/krm

cc: T. Lieberman
L. J. Chandler
F. J. Miraglia !

NRC Resident Inspector -

Clinton Licensing Project Manager
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